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TDF Presentation

Who we are
As transparent and impartial operator, over the last forty years or more we have helped
digital firms in mainland France and French overseas territories meet their strategic
transmission goals, backed by three divisions:

TV/Radio

Telecoms

Fiber
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Who we are
2,300 customers
As impartial and open facilities
operator,

we

build

18,600 sites

superfast

broadband, media and telecoms
coverage throughout France. For
radio

and

DTT

broadcasting,

mobile ultra high-speed mobile
coverage and rolling out optical
fiber, we bring clients a mix of
unique

and

ground-breaking

technology and an exceptionally
widespread local presence.
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In an ever more connected world,
we allow telecoms and media companies
to connect the French regions and people
everywhere and faster.
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Our Story
TDF is founded as
public broadcaster

Hosting begins
with SFR

France Telecom (FT)
takes over TDF

TDF becomes a whollyowned FT subsidiary

MP3 and DTT invented in
TDF-CCETT laboratories
Controlling equity stake in
FT sold to a consortium
FT sells its TDF
equity stake

Controlling equity stake in
FT sold to a consortium

New equity investors –
TPG and Axa Private
Equity - come on board
March 31
DTT launch

First FttH networks
Acquisition of Itas

First TDF datacenter
opened in Bouliac

Bookfield Infrastructure Group, PSP Investments,
APG Asset Management N.V. and Arcus
Infrastructure Partners acquire all TDF equity

A few figures

€654.8 million 2019 revenues broken down as follows:

Other
1%

Radio
18%

Telecoms
53%
TV
27%

Fiber
1%
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A few figures
1,500 TDF SAS FTE employees

22%
78%
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Olivier Huart's Pledge
TDF CEO
“This
Communication
on
Progress outlines the path that
the Company and all our people
have trodden since 2014, when
TDF signed up to the UN’s Global
Compact to make progress on
the big challenges involved.

Against the backdrop of the current global Covid-19
pandemic, the goals advocated by the UN, which we
wholeheartedly support, are increasingly relevant and
pivotal in everyday operations. To tackle the crisis, we
above all strive to keep our people, customers,
suppliers and subcontractors safe and healthy. We
aim to satisfy demand from French people and our
customers. During the social distancing and lockdown
period, our telecoms and radio/TV broadcasting
facilities let people stay informed and connected,
work, be entertained, learn, have remote doctor
appointments etc.

I am proud to see how our people have stepped up
to the plate and unceasingly done their bit to keep
our services in operation while rolling out new
facilities that boost mobile and fixed coverage
across France. I would like to warmly thank them
for their extraordinary work.
Covid-19 has made us more aware of people in
need and boosted the help we give others. We are
specially honored to contribute our tech skills and
know-how to the overall effort. Publishing our
Communication on Progress is a chance to tell our
stakeholders about our pledges, projects and
success stories.
We added to our CSR policy during the year. One
year on from introducing it, every day it gets a bit
bigger and is now our moral compass and guides
us in our daily activities.
As we do every year, we also reviewed our Code of
Ethics. The new version gives real-life high-risk
situations and recommends behavior for
employees to adopt.
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With regard to Human Rights, in 2019 we pursued
our pledge to bridge the digital divide by supporting
local municipalities and stuck to our goals to install
telecoms and fiber infrastructure and mobile phone
masts.
What’s more, our DTT and radio broadcasting
services mean we give French people a universal and
user-friendly service that brings everyone free and
objective news and culture.
Regarding new staff induction and vocational
training for optical fiber rollout, we carried on our
2018 activities. We funded development of two
mobile tech training platforms designed to offer
innovative fiber vocational training. We provided
such platforms to training organizations free of
charge in French counties Loir-et-Cher and Indre-etLoire with a view to helping create local jobs and
supporting firms seeking properly skilled staff to
operate equipment while also giving jobseekers a
better chance of landing a job.

With respect to International Labour Standards,
2019 featured a new staff agreement covering
gender equality at work and parental entitlements.
This three-year agreement from 2020 to 2022 adds
parental rights to existing staff benefits. Our gender
equality index now stands at 92 out of 100 that
bears out the improvements brought about in
recent years by our HR policy.
With regard to environmental matters, we
continued to conduct studies and trials of
renewable energy and hybrid solutions to power our
production sites, which included installation of solar
shades in 2019.
Regarding combating corruption, we maintained
training courses that 420 employees underwent in
2019. Furthermore, an independent auditor carried
out a review of the Group’s compliance with and
actual implementation of French Sapin II Act
anticorruption measures.
Once again this year, I am proud to uphold TDF’s
pledge to support the UN Global Compact’s 10
principles and to adopt them in our CSR policy.”
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TDF Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy

TDF CSR Policy
TDF published its CSR policy in May 2019.

 The policy underpins and structures all TDF’s CSR
activities.
 It raises the profile of the steps we take and
highlights our pledges and progress to all our
stakeholders.
 It brings our people together.
During the Sustainable Development Week, a quiz
gave staff a fun opportunity to learn about our CSR
policy.
Everyone can view our CSR policy, in French or English, at
www.tdf.fr.
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TDF CSR Policy
The CSR Policy breaks down into four broad topics covering twelve pledges

Each pledge comes with
performance indicators.
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2019 News

In 2019, TDF took steps and conducted
projects that boosted digital connectivity installing telecoms, fiber, DTT and radio
transmission infrastructure - throughout
France.

2019 FIGURES
300+
masts erected for telecoms operators

86,000+
optical fiber plugs installed

3,400 reallocated frequencies
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Fiber
Background
Since 2017 four regions trust TDF to roll out, operate and market optical fiber in
sparsely populated areas of French counties Val d’Oise, Les Yvelines, Indre-et-Loire,
Loir-et-Cher and Maine-et-Loire.

These contract wins prompted us to form specific project
legal entities.
In total, TDF is committed to
o

Serving 750 households
and firms

o

Serving 929 communities

o

And, depending on the region in
question, taking action or
funding projects bringing about
fiber vocational training and
fostering social inclusion and
jobs
19

Fiber

Having launched fiber installation work across France in
2018, we made considerable progress in 2019.

Trenching work for the
transmission receiving system
Building an optical
connection node

Installing shared access points*

* Street cabinet, which connects homes to the
network
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Fiber
Marketing
We signed agreements with Internet service providers so that relevant
households and businesses could benefit from superfast broadband.

In 2019, we signed deals with
ISPs Orange, Coriolis and Ibloo
that mean they can sell their
fiber packages running on
TDF’s fiber networks. Many
operators marketing “business
fiber” have also joined our ISP
partners on our networks.

Triple or quadruple play fiber packages covering
the whole of TDF's optical fiber network have
been sold as and when network sections were
brought to market. This began in July 2018
when the first Val d'Oise communities were
connected followed by Les Yvelines, Maine-etLoire and Val-de-Loire in 2019.
Triple Play package
o
o
o

Internet
Landline
TV

Quadruple Play
package
o
o
o
o

Internet
Landline
TV
Mobile phone
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“

Fiber
ISP Testimonies
With our TDF deal, inhabitants
of Val d’Oise, Les Yvelines, Loiret-Cher,
Indre-et-Loire
and
Maine-et-Loire will soon be able
to enjoy all
Orange Fiber
packages and services. As such,
we reaffirm our resolve to
deliver the best digital services
and experience to as many
people as possible across
France, both private people
and businesses.
Fabienne Dulac, Orange Group
Deputy CEO and Orange
France CEO

We are thrilled to once again team up
with TDF. Now we can turn our goal
to bring fiber to all French people
everywhere into reality. We currently
pursue
growth
in
five
new
départements where we plan to give
as many people as possible state-ofthe-art
technology,
superfast
broadband, phone services and, with
Canal+’s offering, the best TV.
Pierre Bontemps Coriolis Télécom
Chairman and Founder

“
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Fiber
Keeping the public informed
In order to make sure people are aware of forthcoming fiber services and terms of
use, public information meetings and forums attended by operators were held
throughout 2019.

82

public meetings and
forums attended by
operators

14,300
participants

10,000

customers connected
by TDF across France
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Fiber
Keeping the public informed
The first general public information meetings gave us a chance to answer questions
from future fiber users.

Public meeting
Mériel, September 2019

Public meeting & forum
Brissac-Quincé, June 2019

Public meeting
Nézel, April 2019

FttH Forum
Mézy-sur-Seine, November 2019
Public meeting, Chevreuse and
Saint-Forget, July 2019

Public meeting, Thouarcé,
October 2019

Information meeting, Grand Val retail
park, L’Isle-Adam.
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Fiber
Keeping the public informed
Operator-attended meetings have meant that future fiber users can learn about
connections, compare offerings and maybe sign up to fiber packages

Crowed hall for the Larçay retail park
forum

L’Isle-Adam
forum

La Ville aux Dames
forum
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Fiber
Keeping the public informed
Focus: Val d’Oise “Fiber Week”
December 8 through 12, 2019, Val d’Oise Fibre and Val
d’Oise Numérique held a “Fiber Week” coinciding with
the 60,000th connected household.
Several events were planned in Val d’Oise Fibre’s
territory to inform people about forthcoming fiber
services and present them the nine fiber internet
providers on the network. This included an information
counter so that local residents could find out about
public meetings and operator forums and whether they
were eligible for fiber.
1,000+ people attended these events.
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Fiber
New contract wins

Fiber in secondary
schools
Val d’Oise’s county council
selected Val d’Oise Fibre to
connect
its
secondary
schools

CCTV security camera
Val d’Oise Fibre, a TDF company, won the contract to
connect CCTV security cameras of 12 Val d’Oise
communities to a dark fiber network.
240-plus connections were installed and 273 sites were
connected.
Communities put cameras everywhere needing security
including schools, accident hotspots, roads leading in and
out of communities, local municipality buildings, remote
flytipping hotspots, high-crime neighborhoods etc.

Connecting Val d’Oise and Les Yvelines train stations
French state-owned rail operator SNCF chose TDF to install fiber connections on four Paris
region train routes in Val d’Oise and Les Yvelines. These routes serve a few dozen stations
in the two départements’ rural areas. The purpose was to ensure uninterrupted internet
service provision so that rail signals, track points and passenger and station staff internet
services work properly at all times. TDF will install four dark fiber loops on 100km-plus of
track in both départements.
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Mobile phone infrastructure
Regional internet coverage service centers
In 2019, TDF staff were actively involved in meeting mobile operator and local municipality
demand to accelerate and boost regional internet coverage.

84 new rooftops
can now receive mobile operator signals in
high density areas

Strategic rooftops
During the run-up to the late
August Biarritz G7 leaders’ summit,
TDF set up a rooftop site for SFR in
just seven months. In order to blend
in with surrounding buildings, false
chimneys were built and installed.
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Mobile phone infrastructure
Regional internet coverage service centers
300+ masts erected in 2019
These masts, which are spread across France,
enable operators to ramp up rollout of their
networks. They can also be shared between several
operators and so minimize their quantity.

9 months 11 days
Mast deployment record beaten
The time between the search and
bargaining phase launch and
customer delivery lasted just 9
months 11 days.
Short lead times allow local
municipalities and operators to
enhance their
local
mobile
coverage.
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Mobile phone infrastructure
In July 2017, SNCF Gares & Connexions chose TDF to beef up telecoms infrastructure in its 3,000 train
stations. Several technical options were on offer.

The first SNCF Gares & Connexions mast was built in the Avignon high-speed train station
during the night from July 31 to August 1, 2019
The total job took under three hours. Late 2019, this 30 meter-high mast made by ITAS Beauzelle signed up
Free, its first operator customer. The mast covers the station and is compatible with all mobile network
technologies

Several stations have also called upon our expertise to shore up
inside station coverage (via our Indoor Solution) for passengers.
Lille Flandres is the first station to use our multi-operator Indoor Solution that
is underpinned by a Distributed Antenna System (DAS - network of spatially
separated antenna nodes that transmit all mobile operator networks within
the station).
Antenna nodes are designed to blend in with the station’s architecture and
look.

This first project was completed in just six months.
Other stations including Marseille Saint-Charles and
Toulouse Matabiau, are currently in progress.
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Mobile phone infrastructure
Ramping up datacenter connectivity
In 2019, TDF signed deals with new fiber operators Grid Telecom
and Blue Infra in order to boost Rennes-Cesson and Aix-Marseille
datacenter connectivity.

These joint projects allow all hosted
datacenter customers to take advantage
of various innovative connectivity services
covering internet access, IT security and IP
telephony.

“We chose TDF to host our hardware mainly due to their
local presence and their loyal service to the region where
we are based. We share TDF’s corporate culture - local
presence, nimbleness and flexibility - and goal, i.e. bring
customers latest IT security innovations and contribute to
the Provence-Alpes Côte-d’Azur economy.”

Grid Telecom CEO Ludovic Gailleton. (Extract from Sep

“Putting our fiber equipment in TDF
datacenters fits with our strategy to deliver
fiber services to operators and hosters”.
Blue Infra Sales Director Eddy Van Hulle
(extract from June 3, 2019 press release).

24, 2019 press release)
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Digital Terrestrial Television
Over the last two years, TDF staff have pulled off a real technical feat by reallocating DTT
frequencies while minimizing any disruption for TV viewers The French Frequency Agency
(“ANFR”) has hailed this remarkable achievement.

This French government
project consisted of freeing
up the 700 MHz frequency
band that had been used to
transmit
DTT,
and
transferring it to telecoms
operators. As of June 30,
2019, 3,400 frequencies had
been reallocated.

TDF brought together specifically selected
people for every phase before, during and the
days following frequency switchover. People
from many different backgrounds were
involved
including:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

30 to 60 TDF technicians
Numerous experts and support staff
Central and regional management teams
Suppliers
Sub-contractors
ANFR & CSA (French government agencies)
Media

This project, which started in
2017, comprised 15 phases as
laid down by the French
TV/radio regulator ("CSA")
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Digital Terrestrial Television
Frequency reallocation figures and pictures

Working at
nearly
1,500
transmission
sites

Chamrousse night time reallocation,
June 2019

3,400

Chamrousse, June 2019

reallocated
frequencies

Some 500
technicians involved

Covering all French
mainland and Reunion
Island households

Cantal, January 2019
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Digital Terrestrial Television
Creating and broadcasting a DTT local event channel
In October 2019 during the run-up to the 22nd Rendez-vous de l’Histoire festival, TDF and
Rendez-vous de l’Histoire teamed up to create a local DTT pop-up channel.

Held every year in Blois and
open to the public, this festival is
a favorite place to meet
historians, who come to talk
about their views, present their
writings and debate their
arguments with a view to
furthering historical research
and knowledge.

1,700+ reallocated
frequencies

TDF has set up a unique and innovative broadcasting
system in France, from its Tours - Chissay and Blois

transmitters. The Company also carried out the tech
aspects including formatting, production management,
programing etc, and broadcasting, working closely with
Rendez-vous de l’Histoire and Tours University, which
provided content and took care of filming.
Local Loir-et-Cher and Indre-et-Loire residents could view the
pop-up channel, which aired current and prior year festival
conferences.

“We are thrilled to work with Loir-et-Cher, where we already operate fiber in rural communities.
Creating Rendez-vous de l’Histoire’s DTT channel was made possible by our people’s technical expertise
and Loir-et-Cher’s wish to give everyone an insight into culture and history. This wonderful project fits

perfectly with our vision as a firm furthering regional digital coverage.”
TDF CEO Olivier Huart (press release extract)
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Overseas
In 2019, TDF opened five telecoms operator sites.
August 12, 2019, a new mast was delivered to operators in Saint Laurent-du-Maroni,
North-West French Guiana. It is ideally located to enhance the island’s mobile coverage.
Late 2019, four 50-meter high masts brought mobile coverage
to black spots on main road (Route Nationale) 1 between the
Kourou and Sinnamary communities in Guiana. This main road
runs West to East between the Saint Laurent-du-Maroni and
Cayenne communities. The black spot areas used to prevent calls
to emergency services in the event of accidents. Following our
installation of new masts, mobile coverage is now assured and
has enhanced road safety in Guiana. The Carrière site will be
powered by a new so-called “e-power” solar power generator.

Carrière’s official opening was attended by Sibeth Ndiaye, Secretary of State to
the Prime Minister and government spokeswoman, Cédric O, Digital Secretary
of State, and Marc Del Grande, Guiana Region Prefect (central government
representative).
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Overseas
TDF builds a new Galileo station on Wallis Island.
Constructing the station completes Galileo’s
network of ground stations
Thirty to forty Galileo stations are planned to
permanently monitor and control satellites. Most
ground stations are in EU member states. Following
Brexit, a new ground station on Wallis Island was
needed. TDF was awarded the station’s construction
and maintenance contracts.

The station’s construction phase involved many local
jobs. This boosted business for local civil engineers, our
subcontractors and CCTV, detection and power
equipment suppliers.
Further jobs will also be created to run the station,
including taking care of green areas, infrastructure
maintenance,
station’s
operational
hardware
maintenance and incident management

Galileo is a global navigation
satellite system. It is based on a
network of 30 satellites that
orbit Earth’s entire surface
together with a global network
of ground stations including
operations stations, control
centers and mission data uplink
stations. Generally, Galileo’s
high-precision
positioning
system is designed to bolster
personal safety, especially in the
Pacific region.
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1
Human Rights

We ask our subsidiaries to promote and
uphold global human rights and make sure
they are not complicit in human rights
abuses.
In 2019, TDF continued to strive to bridge the digital divide by taking
tangible steps in local communities and by pursuing its strategy to roll out
fiber, telecoms and mobile phone infrastructure.

Bridging the digital divide
Partnership with Régions de France
In November 2019, TDF and Régions de France signed a partnership agreement seeking to jointly take
regional steps that further local digital development.

Background

Partnership goal

Regional digital development is an economic
and social challenge
Over a number of years economic
development is increasingly devolved to
French Regions. As a result, regional
economic investment increased by 50% from
2013 to 2017. Following the French ‘NOTRe’
Act, every Region must prepare a regional
economic development, innovation and
globalization chart that sets its key economic
strategies.
This trend is due to continue with the future
so-called
‘3D’
Act
(Decentralization,
Deconcentration and Distinction).

Under this partnership, TDF and Régions de France will work
together on suggested ways to achieve ultra high-speed mobile
broadband and fiber regional digital infrastructure goals and to
offer related uses and services.

Allocated resources
TDF will support work of Régions de France’s ‘Digital’ and
‘Regional Development’ commissions, and will take part in
related think tanks and taskforces.
In so doing, TDF will contribute its technical expertise to
Régions de France’s various studies, including in relation to
the Region’s Observatory.

“We are excited about teaming up with TDF. TDF ‘s expertise will help us enormously to come up with solutions to
our ultra high-speed mobile broadband and fiber infrastructure installation challenges throughout our regions
while also helping us develop new digital uses that benefit our people and businesses”.
Hervé Morin, President of Régions de France (extract from November 5, 2019 press release)
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Bridging the digital divide
TDF continues activities to help local communities
TDF has introduced a network of advisors and contacts together with an information letter in
order to keep a close eye on local municipality concerns and respond to their requests
Network of local municipality advisors
“Given we have nurtured close working relations with local municipalities in recent years, we can now
take on an increasingly hands-on role in solving big digital coverage issues, especially in rural areas.
Working alongside rural mayors or county councils, we propose both fixed line, i.e. fiber, and mobile
solutions.” Patrick Guillaume, TDF Local Municipality Advisor for Hauts-de-France and BourgogneFranche-Comté Regions

Local municipality information letter
3rd year of distribution
Three 2019 editions
Nearly 2,000 recipients
New headings to improve communication with
the Regions
 View online at www.tdf.fr, and on subscription
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Bridging the digital divide
Smart City Trial
After the "Smart Village" model jointly developed by TDF and Saint-Sulpice-la-Forêt since
2016, we continue to support town and regional digital development and energy
saving projects.

Under the ‘Town Center Action’ program, TDF, the Vichy Metropolitan
Area Council and the Banque des Territoires launched a trial of Wi-Fi
coverage and smart management of the town’s aquatic center and
university campus.
Mindful of environmental matters, the Vichy Metropolitan Area seeks to
cut gas, electricity and water utility costs of its two buildings.
To carry out this trial, TDF will provide the entire neighborhood with WiFi coverage and a ‘Smart City’ website.
Sensor data will be gathered via a TDF-operated and TDF-provided IoT
LoRa network and will be held on the website. The municipality will then
be able to analyze and use the data.
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Bridging the digital divide
TDF continues activities to help local communities
In 2019, TDF people took part in around a dozen elected official and regional authority events.
This was a chance to swap ideas about regional digital coverage including fiber, rolling out 4G
infrastructure, mobile new deal, DTT broadcasting and DAB+
•

Public Initiative Network convention in Deauville

•

14th RuraliTIC edition in Aurillac

•

Mayors and Local Municipalities conference in
Paris

Mayors and Local
Municipalities conference in
Paris

TDF stand at the AMRF congress
in Eppe-Sauvage

•

Eastern France conference in Metz

•

Rural French mayors association congress in
Eppe-Sauvage

•

HLM H Expo congress in Marseilles

•

89th ADF congress in Bourges

•

15th Régions de France conference in Bordeaux

•

Ille-et-Vilaine and Haute-Saône Rural Mayors
conferences in Domloup and Vesoul

Public Initiative Network
convention in Deauville

89th ADF congress in Bourges
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training
In conjunction with rolling out fiber, TDF provides jobs to local
people, is involved in occupational training and improves the
job prospects of unemployed people.
Taking part in rolling out fiber infrastructure is a unique personal and professional experience.
This massive program aims to raise the business appeal of French regions, especially rural
areas, and helps foster further economic growth in respect of healthcare, schools, the
environment, etc.
In Val d'Oise, TDF participates in establishing and
operating the Ecouen Training Center.

TDF
commitments

In Les Yvelines, TDF partners the Aubergenville Training
Center.

We seek to support our
suppliers who need specialized
and trained workers.

In Anjou, TDF has opened three training centers.
In Val de Loire, TDF has developed two fiber profession
mobile training platforms that it has provided to training
organizations.

We also undertake to help give
disadvantaged
unemployed
people job prospects by training
them in digital technologies
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training
In Val d’Oise, TDF supports vocational training and jobseekers.
Val d’Oise Fibre sponsors Hub Nikola Tesla, a tech profession training platform of the Val
d’Oise Digital Association.
TDF has expanded this sponsorship and works closely with firms implementing fiber to cover
vocational training for sandwich course trainees.
In 2019, TDF delivered over 25,700 general and vocational training hours.

In order to prepare for future job market needs, Val d’Oise Fibre has hired
another provider for this state-of-the-art training platform which provides
training on various tech fields including fiber, Wi-Fi and terrestrial
broadcasting.
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training

In November 2019, the Club Régional
d’Entreprises Partenaires de l’Insertion Île-deFrance (Paris region job creation partners
association) and Yvelines Fibre put on a
professions rally in partnership with the
Aubergenville ITEDEC school and ACTIVITY
(Les Yvelines jobseekers agency)

© Nicolas DUPREY/ CD 78

In Les Yvelines, TDF partners the Aubergenville Training Center.

Participants visited a FttH installation
worksite in Perdreauville and took part in
underground and overhead cable pulling at
a shared access point
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training

The sandwich course trainees’ “Ultra high-speed
network
fitter/installer”
diploma-giving
ceremony was held on November 20, 2019.
This ten-month sandwich training course was
provided by the EA ITEDEC school and the firm
SPIE, a Yvelines Fibre sub-contractor.
2 former course trainees are currently training to
be a Ultra high-speed network technician for TDF
subsidiary Yvelines Fibre.
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training
Focus: Baugé-en-Anjou training center
Inauguration….
Anjou Fibre's first training center in
Baugé-en-Anjou has been training
interns since October 2018 and was
officially opened on February 8,
2019.

… and compliance
November 25, 2019, Objectif Fibre president Marc Leblanc officially declared
the Baugé-en-Anjou training center’s technical platform compliant.
This training center is the only one not belonging to a training organization
that has been declared compliant. Any duly certified compliant vocational
training provider that belongs to SERCE is entitled to hand out
Fitter/Connecter vocational qualification certificates.
The entire industry ends up benefiting from this qualification, including trainees, hiring firms and training
providers.
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training
Baugé-en-Anjou training center FttH “Cable Puller” course

Trainee testimony
“I was worried about my age when I began the TDF fiber cable puller course but it certainly ended
up being worth it. After I knuckled down and worked really hard, I’m now really happy as a picker
technician in a studies office. My agency boss talked to me about a job promotion by the year
end.(…) This will be a new start and I can’t wait! A big thank you to TDF for giving me the chance
to opt for a job of the future”.
Éric, cable puller trainee turned picker technician with Sogetrel
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training
To satisfy fiber rollout manpower needs, Val de Loire Fibre funds and operates two fiber
professions mobile tech training platforms.

o

Truck trailer

o

13 meters long

o

Can take up to 12 trainees

A novel training solution and the first time in France that a fiber
infrastructure operator has tried it
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training
The mobile training platforms are lent to Loir-et-Cher and Indre-et-Loire training providers
free of charge. As part of their course, students may be confronted with any high-speed
broadband connection issue involving both overhead and underground cabling.

o

30 sqm fitted out for
theoretical and practical
training

o

Outside professional look

These roving training platforms are designed to foster local
jobs and boost people’s employability.
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training

May 27, 2019: official opening & presentation of
the mobile training platform to Loir-et-Cher elected
officials

June 5, 2019: May 27, 2019: official opening &
presentation of the mobile training platform to
Indre-et-Loire elected officials

Handover of the training platform to the
Telecoms Academy director for a Fiber
Telecoms Installation Technician sandwich
training course at the St Pierre-des-Corps
training center.
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Code of Ethics
As every year, the Code of Ethics has been updated.
The 2020 version includes real-life scenarios so that
employees can picture themselves in high-risk situations
that might actually arise (code of conduct). Each scenario
comprises:
• Situation description;
• Risks arising from the described scenario;
• Behavior to adopt;
• URL link to a French example of such situation.

Other updates relate to
• The Code’s scope and how we make it binding on our
various stakeholders;

• Explanation of whistleblower status.

Whistleblowing Procedure
"The Whistleblowing Procedure allows Group
staff to report when they are personally aware of:

• Any serious breach in this Code of Ethics, our
The Code of Ethics is available in English and French on
the TDF website https://www.tdf.fr/groupe/nosengagements.

Group anti-corruption policy or an applicable
national or international law (including crimes
and misdemeanors);

• Any threat or serious harm to the public
interest.

It is appended to the company bylaws and sent to our
stakeholders.

The Whistleblowing Procedure complies with
the French Sapin II Act.
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2
International Labour Standards

We ask our subsidiaries to:
o Comply with freedom of association and collective wage
bargaining rights.
o Help eliminate forced and compulsory labor.

o Encourage the effective abolition of child labor.

o Encourage elimination of any job and work-related
discrimination.
In 2019, we continued to uphold gender equality at work and parental
entitlements.

Working at TDF means
Dialog
Every year throughout January,
TDF senior management wish staff a happy new year.
In 2019, around a dozen meetings were held attended by 800-plus staff.
At these meetings management give
staff a summary of the past year and
talk about prospects for the
upcoming year.

350 staff assembled in the Campus aux Lilas
January 10, 2019
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Working at TDF means
Dialog
Dialog with our people is an integral part of our corporate culture.
TDF staff representative elections were held in 2019. A Staff and Economic Committee
agreement was signed on January 9, 2019.
2019 featured a new staff agreement covering gender equality at work and parental
entitlements.
o This three-year agreement from 2020 to 2022 adds improvements and builds on
existing staff benefits.
o The pooled company infant nursery in partnership with Babilou is still running and
has improved: now 30 infant places are offered to staff during the term of the
agreement.
o A gender equality week will take place every year spanning the March 8 International
Women’s Day in order to build awareness among all staff of the importance of
gender equality and combating all forms of discrimination and stereotypes.
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Working at TDF means
Dialog
Going paperless to make life easier for staff
Beginning 2017, the HR Dashboard is sent to all staff every year.
The Dashboard summarizes the company’s current staff agreements, details of pay and
benefits

during the year, training courses provided and other staff benefits like

transport and canteens.

Staff payroll slips have also gone paperless since
April 2019. This move is part of our desire to
modernize our systems and serve staff better with
practical, secure and eco-friendly procedures.
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Working at TDF means
Being welcomed
Every new hire throughout the Group receives
the same three-phase induction program.
When they join, new hires receive a welcome email
from the HR Director including a welcome video
from the CEO plus an induction pack so they can
find out about TDF’s businesses and have access to
practical and helpful details for their daily jobs.

"TDF Visits" for small groups of new staff so that
they see Paris region and other production sites,
better grasp our business and operations, while
fostering contacts and relations between them and
local management.
"TDF Evening " so that everyone can get together
in a friendly, informal and light-hearted setting and
get to know senior managers and Executive
Committee members on a personal level.
100 new hires in 2019

June 26, 2019, new hires came to Paris
for a Urban Chic-themed evening.
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Working at TDF means
Being welcomed
Sandwich course trainee day
In 2019 for the first time, 28 new
sandwich course trainees attended a
half-day induction course.
Program:

-

Company presentation
Escape Game

Induction Kits
In 2019, we produced three induction kits that we
gave staff:
o Every new hire gets an induction kit that seeks to
give all practical details for their everyday jobs so they
rapidly feel at home in the company

o Managers kit comprising best practices and real-life

examples to help them assume management of their
team

o Sandwich course tutors and trainees kit to help

them cope with everything that comes their way
during their work.
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Working at TDF means
Being welcomed
New staff during TDF site visits
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - EH&S policy
Environment health & safety (EH&S) policy
TDF pursues business operations achieving operational targets in
keeping with its values and EH&S regulatory compliance. This
commitment comes from top down in the company based on a
Charter that everyone can view.
The charter and the policy represent our commitment to adhere to
EH&S regulations and improve.

The EH&S policy is based on the following risk
management issues:
•

Health & Safety,

•

Labor conditions.

•

Facility Security,

•

Environmental conservation.
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - DUER
The 'DUER' (standard risk assessment form) is
updated every year pursuant to regulations.
Objective:
Preparing prior year results gives staff indications for updating the
next year's prevention plan.

Zero serious
accidents

In 2019, eight DUER taskforce meetings were held with CSSCT
(H&S and labor conditions committee) representatives that
resulted in
o A new radon risk section

o A new women-specific risk section, e.g. exposure to toxic
chemicals
o Updating all risk assessment forms
o Drafting a pocket manual of guidelines for some jobs
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - Inductive method
The inductive method comes on top of TDF's two existing risk analysis steps, namely
analyze work accidents / near misses and DUER.
In 2019, Overseas Territories staff
joined taskforces launched in 2018.
Their presence meant risks specific to
overseas territories, including natural
disasters
like
earthquakes
and
hurricanes and animal attacks, could be
dealt with.
The taskforces also reviewed subcontractor risks.

10 meetings were held with
mainland France and Overseas

The method focuses on 4 big
TDF risks
o

Road risk

o

Electrical risk

o

Risk of heights

o

Subcontractor risk

Suggested
ideas
were
assessed together based on
implementation time and
complexity
to
help
management select actions.

The inductive method
aims to identify rare and
potentially
serious
situations
that
fell
between
the
cracks
during the first two
steps.
Technicians,
managers
and the EH&S team work
together to pinpoint fast
and easy solutions to
mitigate risk.

Territories staff

20 solutions were included in the 2020 Prevention Program.
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - Safety audits
Under the EH&S policy, TDF site audits are regularly
done to ensure compliance with TDF's commitments.

66
audits
carried
out in
2019

Every year, the Executive Committee and senior managers
perform a few audits.
Every manager must perform at least 2 production site audits
per year.
To facilitate audits, a smartphone app has
been developed so that auditors can more
easily assess:
o

The site's state

o

The key power, electromagnetic, high
fall risks

o

Physical access security

o

Environmental factors

“This year the number of auditors has increased due to
new managers coming on board. To help them complete these audits,
they have been given a smartphone app. This exercise highlights
management’s desire to lock in a culture of on-site risk prevention along
the same lines as other TDF audits.”
Eric Chargy, TDF Group EH&S Manager
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - Sub-contractor safety audits
Under the Group EH&S policy, TDF technicians carry out safety audits at subcontractors’ premises.
The purpose of such audits is to
• Build a H&S culture among sub-contractors
• Ensure sub-contractors working at TDF sites comply with safety
rules.
• Shut down worksites where a serious and imminent risk is
found

A smartphone app has been
developed to make it easier
to check implementation of
preventive measures

641
safety
audits
carried out
in 2019

“These audits have resulted in us doing away with
preconceived ideas and have given us a much more factbased view of sub-contractors working on our sites. With
the app we can communicate detailed audit findings to
sub-contractors.” Nicolas Ribald, TDF Environment,
Health & Safety
Manager
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - Safety Weeks
Safety Weeks are organized every year by H&S managers in all regions. The
objective is to promote risk prevention practices among on-site
maintenance staff.
Safety Weeks have two phases:
o

o

A guideline listing periodic checks on
personal anti-fall protective equipment
and vehicle emergency buttons, etc.
An event program focusing on one or
two key themes

Some staff underwent

36
safety weeks
in 2019

In 2019, two themes were dealt with.
The morning was taken up by road safety.
Given that several hundred TDF vehicles hit the
road every day, road safety is a major concern.
Program:
o

Safety distance

o

Future truck cabs

o

Impact of a crash on carried equipment if not
properly attached

The afternoon was given over to “gesture and
posture” training, specifically focusing on
manual handling.

incident simulations
such as fire.
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - Safety of our external stakeholders
In 2019, 4 days of safety and environment talks took place in each region with safety managers
of TDF sub-contractors. The purpose was to remind safety managers of our safety rules and
risk prevention practices.

Three themes were covered during
each day:
o

Height risk,

o

Electricity risk

o

Electromagnetic risk

Giving rise to discussion on best
practices.

What’s more, 43 safety reviews took place
run by key TDF sub-contractors’ H&S
managers.
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Working at TDF means
Working safely
We have introduced a procedure based on current regulations and standards to
protect staff from electromagnetic fields.

Since 2017, TDF sponsors Chaire C2M.
https://chairec2m.wp.imt.fr/partenaires
Under our sponsorship, we have launched a study to
analyze and understand exposure to electromagnetic
fields around masts. The objective of the study is to
establish on-site measurable electromagnetic field
thresholds that are under non-measurable on-site
exposure limits.

Initial analysis results have been presented to BIOEM, the
premier international bioelectromagnetics conference,
which
was
held
in
France
in
June
2019.
https://www.bioem2019.org/
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - GRIMP exercises
Every year, a few transmission sites serve as training grounds for French
county emergency services .
During these exercises emergency service staff practice on-site evacuations of people and test how
human practices and equipment work in dangerous environments while familiarizing themselves
with our sites.

May 9, 2019, fifteen or so Paris
firefighters and toxic materials
firefighters practiced descending
TDF’s Chennevières Tower.

In 2019, several exercises
took place in mainland France
and French overseas
territories
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - Outdoors taskforce
In view of its business operations,
TDF sits on the French telecoms
accident prevention monitoring
commission reporting to HUMAPP*.
This joint commission is tasked with
reporting latest relevant issues.
In 2019, we released our “Combating
sexual harassment and sexist
behavior” brochure.
Our action in this regard is a great
help for large and small telecoms
businesses.

*"HUMAPP (ex Unetel-RST) is a professional corporate association with a remit to ensure the interests of
telecoms companies are respected in staff relations.” source https://humapp.com/
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - Road safety
In 2018, we joined the Rhône Road Safety Corporate Association and
made seven road safety pledges.
In 2019, we attended two meetings where
association members talked about their various

By joining this association we seek to share our
road accident prevention experience and uphold
our commitment to safety.

experiences. We also take road safety steps in
line with cross-ministerial guidelines of the
government’s 2018-2022 Plan.

We often communicate to our people
about road safety rules at work and
about best practices when driving their
private cars, including the day before
the annual vacation begins.
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Working at TDF means
Wellness at work
In May 2018 we signed a quality of life at work agreement with our trade unions.
Under this three-year agreement, Quality of Work Life (QWL) is given prominence in the
Company's HR practices. QWL aims to foster individual and collective staff well-being with a
view to boosting long-term performance. Our commitments under the agreement cover:

Raising everyone's involvement
in
promoting
QWL
by
introducing a specific training
course for all senior managers
and
executive
committee
members on managerial skills,
the right to switch off and
mental health risk prevention.

Work/life balance by ensuring a
right to switch off from work or to
choose the connection method by
issuing a charter, and offering
home working as an option.

Staff
health
and
wellbeing including information
meetings and preventive steps
about mental health risks and
road risks, while fostering
teamwork by running expression
groups.

Promoting charitable activities
(donating days off)
o Additional leave on full pay for
military reservist employees
o Joint activities continued with the
French army disabled veterans charity
which aims to help them find jobs

Quality of workplace seeking to
design a standard workplace
model
for future sites and
redevelop regional offices and
sites
including
connectivity
enhancements.
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Working at TDF means
Wellness at work
Make everyone a player in improving QWL
TDF supports all senior managers with a skills development course.
o
o

An online mobile learning "New QWL-based Management Style" course
Outside consultant-run workshops addressing:
Mental health risk
prevention

Management emotional
intelligence

Managing workload

Work/life balance

Nurturing, developing and
retaining staff

We have introduced a staff hotline
in order to prevent staff mental health problems
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Working at TDF means
Wellness at work
With respect to work/life balance, we have published a work switch-off and connection method rights charter.
We want everyone to have the freedom to plan their working hours as they see fit.

o Everyone may decide, outside usual working hours,
whether or not to look at their work communication
devices so that they better reconcile their private life
with work.
o Work communication devices are used during usual
working hours pursuant to employee rights to switch
off and choose connection method.
o The right to switch off applies to all Company staff
including permanent, temporary and sandwich course
trainees.

Christophe Maximilien, TDF Group
Human Resources Director

A
self-diagnostic
questionnaire
is
available for staff to
assess how much
they connect and use
their smartphone or
tablet

“The selected connection method and sign-off rights charter seeks to urge
all Company staff to switch on their online communication devices
responsibly and sensibly.”
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Working at TDF means
Wellness at work
French Quality of Work Life Week
During the June 2019 French QWL Week, we held various well-being and health
events at our main offices:
o Foot reflexology and muscle strengthening sessions
o Friendly communication seminars
o Energizing breakfasts

Heatwave scheme
During the height of the 2019 summer heatwave,
we allowed staff to work from home in order to
cut down on commuting by car thereby reducing
air pollution
We also sent dehydration prevention and
nutritional tips to employees

Home working
TDF staff can opt to work from home
since 2012.
Home working was allowed during the
late 2019 wave of public transport
strikes.
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Working at TDF means
Wellness at work
Several quality of work life initiatives have been introduced
Golden rules

Concierge service

All meeting rooms have posters
showing golden rules to adopt
for good meetings - objectives,
organization,
discussions,
duration

A concierge service is
offered at the Paris region
Campus site and business
center.

Book boxes

Fitness classes

Since summer 2019, boxes of
books have been introduced
in various Company offices.
Under this initiative, people
are urged to bring their old
books from home and share
them with work colleagues

Paris region staff can attend
weekly fitness classes.
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Working at TDF means
Wellness at work
In 2019, we refurbished several offices.

The new Anjou Fibre head office in Brissac-Quincé.
The office was officially opened on October 3, 2019

The Toulouse office now has a leisure room
along the same lines as other recently
refurbished offices.
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Working at TDF means
Wellness at work

TDF moves up seven places in the best employers ranking
in the High-Tech category.
Capital Magazine once again teamed up with pollster Statista to publish the "2019
French Best Employers” awards.
Under a late 2019 anonymous independent online poll of 2,100 French firms with
over 500 employees, 20,000 respondents were asked to score their satisfaction
with their employer.
For the second year in a row, we feature in the best employers ranking where we
climbed from 21st to 14th spot in the High-Tech category.
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Working at TDF means
Equality
In April 2017, senior management and all our trade unions signed a three-year
agreement on gender equality at work. Two years on from signing the agreement,
where are we now?
Hiring

Pay

Hire 45 per cent women in permanent jobs and
40% women in temporary jobs throughout the
term of the agreement.

The objective is to ensure
equal pay among men and
women within a +/- 2%
tolerance

The 2019
proportion
was 27% in
permanent
jobs and
37% in
temporary
jobs

We also continued to sponsor the "Elles Bougent"
charity (see page 82 about the charity)

0.6% average
gender pay
gap
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Working at TDF means
Equality
Vocational training

Work / life balance

TDF pledges to train at least 75% of
staff per year throughout the term of
the agreement.
In 2019, 76% of staff underwent
training.

Child care
8 Babilou day nursery places have been handed to
staff (20 vacancies are available over 3 years)

Aid for child care expenses
1 employee received aid for her child
care expenses as a result of unusual
working hours sometimes involving
overnight stays .

Education
4 employees received an education aid allowance of
up to €100 per year per child from 4th grade to
baccalaureate.
1 employee received guidance aid amounting to
€100 per child from 3rd grade to baccalaureate.
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Working at TDF means
Equality
As required, TDF has released
its gender equality index.

92/100

The index is calculated out of 100 points based on
the following indicators:

Pay gap

Individual pay rise gap

Pay rise on return
from maternity leave

Promotion gap

Our best-in-class score bears out
how our gender equality HR
policy that we introduced
several years ago is paying off.

Women included in highest
paid positions
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Working at TDF means
Equality
As part of our gender equality policy, we sponsor the "Elles Bougent” charity, which strives to
encourage girls to opt for science/engineering studies and jobs and to debunk preconceived
ideas of male professions.

The eight TDF mentors have undergone
mentoring training and attend events to advise
female school pupils and students about their job
prospects and promote tech professions.

“Female Networks & Careers" forum
attendance
In February 2019, TDF attended the “Elles
Bougent” forum. TDF ran the “Understand
Hirer’s Expectations” workshop
The forum seeks to develop students' business
contacts and give them tips how to land jobs.

Gaëlle Kaminsky, TDF Radio/TV BU deputy director
and head of TDF Elles Bougent mentors:

“I am convinced that talking to these girls can
spark a desire in them to go for tech jobs so that there’s a
better gender balance in science and engineering professions.
It’s up to all of us to think about future generations.”

During the Innovatech challenge, female
students and mentors teamed up together on an
original challenge (by region with final at the
Ministry of the Economy and Finance)
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Working at TDF means
Equality
TDF sponsors the charity Article 1
The charity
Article 1 gives aid and
support to pupils and
students from deprived
backgrounds to succeed at
school and jobs. Since 2014,
TDF
sponsors
Passeport
Avenir that in 2018 was
renamed Article 1. Article 1
was formed from the merger
of two charities that both
used to combat inequality of
opportunity. Through its
activities, the charity seeks a
society where career choices,
academic success and jobs
do not depend on social,
economic or cultural origins.

TDF people may sign up as
mentor to support a student
throughout their university
studies, give them confidence
and self-belief that they can
host group workshops that
Article 1 puts on to raise young
people's awareness of the
business world and actively help
them pursue their personal
career path or give them
practical advice on how to get
ready for Grandes Ecole (elite
French
universities)
oral
entrance exams.

In 2019, our mentors and
hosts took part in several
school pupil and student
events in order to help
them in their job choices.
Topics covered included
how to behave at work and
developing soft skills.
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Working at TDF means
Equality
Since 2018, TDF sponsors the charity Arpejeh.

The charity
Arpejeh, a charity under the French 1901
Act, is active in finding jobs for disabled
school pupils and students, equality of
opportunity and diversity.

In 2019, TDF took part in the Disabled Jobs
forum for disabled jobseekers, school pupils
and students.
The forum’s purpose is to:
o Offer jobs and trainee schemes
o Help young disabled people write their
resumes and motivation letters and get
ready for hiring interviews
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Working at TDF means
Personal development
Company trainers network
November 6, 2019, the HR Department held the 1st
company

trainers seminar

at the TDF Campus

seeking to:
•

Spark curiosity,

•

Launch an education scheme taking on board
new teaching systems,

45% of the
training
program is
given by TDF
trainers

TDF 2019 training

•

Foster emergence of a group learning dynamic,

o

€1 million spent on training

•

Begin to build a TDF University learning

o

76% of staff underwent

framework.

100-plus
TDF
trainers

The day was taken up by talks given by outside firms
and workshops to consider specific issues.

training
o

Average 3.27 days training per
employee

An example
of TDF
passing on
tips and
know-how
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Working at TDF means
Embracing diversity
In November 2019, we once again signed up to the
European Disability Employment Week (EDEW).
Like last year, two flagship activities were held at six
offices: Massages given by Alter Massage visually
impaired masseurs and a charity sale of cakes made by
staff. Income raised from the sale was fully paid over
to the French Epilepsy Research Foundation, which
strives to fund research, inform the public and support
families involved

October 15, 2019, TDF took part in the
Disabled Jobs Forum for disabled
jobseekers, school pupils and students,
which:
o Offers jobs and trainee schemes
o Helps young disabled people write their
resumes and motivation letters and get
ready for hiring interviews
€1399.20
raised for
the French
Epilepsy
Foundation

Every day during the EDEW, emails were sent to all staff to sensibilize them about disability with
regard to disabled employees and registered disabled workers, mental health problems and
donating days off and more.
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Working at TDF means
Helping others
Over the last few years, Miss et Mister Ondes, a team of TDF staff runners, has taken part in
various races.

In 2019, the team ran in 16
races in Paris and
elsewhere including the
greater Nancy halfmarathon or 10km race,
the Paris 10km and 20km
races, the Lille halfmarathon, the 10km or
half-marathon Run In Lyon
race and the Toulouse
marathon. Staff also took
part in the Mud Day bicycle
trail and Paris Bicycle Tour
race in 2019 and did very
well.

On top of racing against
other companies, our staff
put all their energy into
charity races Odysséa
(breast cancer), Courir Pour
Elles (women’s cancers)
and Course des Héros
(support for LEA, which is
engaged in finding cures
and solutions for sick and
disabled children of all
ages up to 18)
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Working at TDF means
Helping others
Founded in 1990, Jury Aide gives financial aid to France-based TDF Group employees, who
want to get involved in all forms of community life including culture, sports and charities.

2019 Jury Aide handed out aid for seven applicants.
The funds raised will help:
•

Develop a mobile app that addresses the needs of the longterm homeless in Greater Toulouse;

•

Buy a new electric piano so that members can receive music
lessons and learn to play an instrument;

•

Put on an annual workshop based on a theme inspired from
the Darwin Educational Hub’s Climax Festival;

•

Pay for a new water pump and install lights for a home in
Léogane Haiti;

•

Stage a wheelchair tennis tournament in Corsica;

•

Build a charitable bording school for 10-14 year olds in
Tienkoikro Ivory Coast.
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3
Environment

We ask our subsidiaries to:
o Take a precautionary approach to environmental
issues.
o Take the initiative to promote greater environmental
responsibility.
o Foster development and spreading of
environmentally-friendly technologies.
In 2019, we continued to take action to cut energy consumption and
preserve our green areas.

Cut energy consumption
Since our 2011 digital switchover and we stopped servicing analog TV that heated up
our transmission rooms, we have introduced tech solutions to maintain an acceptable
ambient temperature in our premises so that employees can work in comfort and
production buildings do not deteriorate.

TDF continues to study various ways to use renewable energy.
However, we should point out that our departments delivering
24/7 services need a constant and totally reliable source of power.
This requirement means that it is tricky to use self-generated
wind or solar power systems let alone hybrid systems. Several
projects have been carried out and others are under review.
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Cut energy consumption
Energy audit and greenhouse gas emissions analysis
In December we released our third greenhouse gas emissions analysis.
Our total emissions were 28,501 tons of CO² equivalent.
Our previous 2015 analysis measured our emissions at 28,158 tons of CO²
equivalent. Four years on this is virtually unchanged.

This year’s analysis was based on 2018
data and covers compulsory Scopes 1 &
2, i.e. direct emissions from fixed and
mobile sources and indirect emissions

Our primary source of energy is electricity to power our production
sites. So we mainly concentrate on saving electricity consumption in
our daily operations.
Our analysis also highlighted the steps we have taken to cut fuel
consumption of our company vehicle fleet.

from company consumption - natural
gas, oil, electricity, refrigerant leaks. All
production sites and offices were
covered.

Regulatory energy audit
Pursuant to the July 16, 2013 French DDADUE Act, as company
with over 250 employees, we had to have our sites energy
audited in 2019. The audit’s conclusions recommended that we
take steps to cut our energy consumption, particularly in relation
to our air-conditioning, ventilation and heating systems, and we
have begun to do so.
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Cut energy consumption
HVAC Boxes
We continue to install HVAC boxes at our sites.
This means that production sites can apply free cooling.

HVAC box benefits
•
•
•

Halves energy consumption
or more
Gives off alarms whenever
there are heating, ventilation
or air conditioning faults
Rapidly triggers technician
interventions

98 HVAC boxes are now
operational
in
our
production sites.
Eventually
150
HVAC
boxes will be installed.

In 2019, 22 sites were fitted with CVC Box Connect.
CVC Box Connect lets staff view remote HVAC box data, change settings, diagnose faults and
view a 1-year history of the logbook.
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Cut energy consumption
Solar shades
In 2019, we installed solar shades at six production sites.
• 10 solar panels per site each with 3kWp generating capacity
• We installed sub-counters on each site to analyze power generated
and consumption of customers’ hosted hardware

Customers are also allowed to set up their hardware
under our solar shades. Placing equipment in the
shade reduces power required to keep computer
rooms cool.
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Cut energy consumption
Electricity sub-counters
When analysis showed that budgeted consumption of our hosted telecoms customers’
hardware did not match actual consumption, we installed electricity sub-counters.

The objective is to produce actual
consumption

statements

of

a

representative sample of sites so that

The sub-counters are currently being fitted
on 400 masts and all rooftop sites.

we can provide customers accurate
and helpful energy consumption data

Henceforth

all

new

telecoms

operator

hosting sites will always be equipped with
sub-counters.
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Cut energy consumption
Offices
In 2019, TDF continued to work on improving thermal insulation of its office buildings
All 56 windows of our Nancy office
were upgraded. This insulation and
acoustic improvement will mean staff
can work in greater comfort while also
saving around 15% of annual energy
spend.

A leisure and relaxation area in the
Toulouse
office
has
been
redesigned

The Toulouse office and the Les
Lilas Campus have been fitted out
with an upgraded air-conditioning
system. Lastly, an air-conditioning
system has been installed at our
Rennes office.
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Cut energy consumption
Airway beacons
Ultra-high masts or those that reach controlled airspace are legally obliged to have day
and night lit beacons to warn civil aircraft about an obstacle.

Every year, we replace old beacons with high- and medium-power LED lights on a couple of masts.

In 2019, the Brest-Roch Trédudon and Auxerre-Molesmes masts had their beacons
updated.

This is an energy efficiency and safety
innovation. Installing beacons means we
can:
o
o
o
o
Brest-Roc Trédudon

Modernize our facilities
Reduce the mast's maintenance work in
view of improved reliability
Halve energy consumption
Cut costs
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Waste management
Office waste
In 2019, the Rennes, Nancy, Lyon and Toulouse offices adopted reusable water
beakers.

1,300 new beakers were distributed that replace
50,000+ plastic beakers thrown away every single
year.
This will be rolled out to all Paris region offices.
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Hazardous material management
Ion detectors
Since 2016, we replace Ionization smoke detectors at our production sites with
photoelectric sensors.
To do so, the French Nuclear Safety Authority's listed suppliers give us support.

Why replace ion detectors?
Ionization smoke detectors can
be found at 40% of our big
sites.
They
contain
a
radioactive element, which is
no health risk for employees in
the premises provided the
detector is in good condition.

As of Dec 31, 2019,
844 detectors had
been replaced.
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Hazardous material management
Environmentally protected facilities & Asbestos
Environmentally protected
facilities
After
the French Environmental Code
issued
updated
specifications
of
environmentally protected facilities, in 2017
we launched a program to list all such
facilities and update related documentation.
The program lasted until quarter 3 2018.
This was followed first by a data listing and
then by ensuring all statements were
compliant. In 2019, we reported all
statements
to
Préfectures
(French
government offices), and planned audits of
some facilities. These audits will be carried
out during 2020.

Asbestos
TDF outsources work on asbestoscontaining materials and products to
certified
companies
complying
with
regulatory personal safety requirements.
In the light of developments in our
operations, we issued a new safety policy in
2016 to prevent risk of exposure to
asbestos.
We have launched an asbestos audit
program. We have measured all dust that is
lower than regulatory limits.
From time to time we also improved staff
safety and compliance.
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Biodiversity
Livestock grazing land
TDF reviews options to put the grass land of its production sites to a different
use.

Five production sites are now
home
horses,

to

sheep,

which

goats

and

maintain

17

hectares of green areas.
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Biodiversity
The Alsace Bird Protection League (“LPO”)
released a young white-throated swift from the
TDF Oberhausbergen site.

Photo: Camile Fahrner/LPO Alsace

White-throated swifts

Photo: Camile Fahrner/LPO Alsace

This young swift had fallen from its nest in Mulhouse and
the Rosenwiller LPO Alsace wildlife protection center took
care of it.
After hesitating a moment, the swift flew off and
managed to join around 20 other swifts nesting on the
Oberhausbergen Tower, in time to embark on their annual
migration. They are expected back in spring 2020.
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Biodiversity
In December 2019, TDF Les Lilas Campus staff together planted 30 trees including lilac
trees!
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4
Combating Corruption

We ask our companies to take steps
to combat all forms of corruption
including extortion and bribery.
In 2019, we stepped up our anti-corruption training.

Anti-corruption
420
employees
trained
in 2019

In 2019, TDF Group tightened its anti-corruption measures. Anticorruption training continued:

• Courses are always given face to face;
• All Group senior executives have undergone training;
• A network of anti-corruption advisors has boosted the number of courses on
offer and resulted in a larger training plan.

Furthermore, an independent auditor carried
out a review of the Group’s compliance with
and actual implementation of French Sapin II
Act anti-corruption measures.
The audit gave us an objective and quantified
assessment of our anti-corruption measures
and came with recommendations that we have
implemented.

Sapin 2 anti-corruption training participants’
testimonies
“Case studies that gave us insight into real-life
situations”
“Interactive and practical session”
“We reviewed several case studies and learned
where to draw the line between what’s legal and
what’s not.”
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5
And more…

Innovation
DRMCast, news broadcaster for remote living people
We have developed an autonomous mobile innovation designed to broadcast news to
remote living people that gets around a lack of receptors and communication equipment.

This innovation was trialled in October 2019
aboard yachts competing in the Mini-Transat
single-handed yacht race. TDF people also
fitted DRMCast into three support boats

With DRMCast, sailors can get weather forecasts, Transat race updates and DRM
programs via shortwave on their smartphones and tablets.
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Innovation
UHD trial on DTT
2018 UHD trials carried out in partnership with some TV channels like NRJ12 and Arte
from TDF transmitters in Nantes, Toulouse, Paris Eiffel Tower, Chennevières, Meaux and
Chaville, continued during 2019.

These trials were designed to test
UHD broadcast picture quality in
real-life conditions under DVB-T2
and HEVC standards, with a view to
modernizing DTT services in time for
the 2024 Paris Olympics.
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Innovation
Targeted advertising
Targeted advertising had a very eventful year including trials, alliances and awards

Targeted advertising
Also called segmented advertising,
targeted advertising is a tech innovation
that allows a DTT-broadcast ad to be
replaced by an ad tailored to a household’s
specific features.
Substitution is done openly and safeguards
TV viewers’ privacy.
Technology has now reached the trial
stage pending a regulatory framework
following which it can be used in practice.

Early 2019, TDF allowed France Télévisions’
advertising agency to exclusively trial ad substitution
with a sample of HbbTV-compatible TV sets .

In April 2019, TDF decided to team up with Enensys
Technologies, a big media buying firm, to speed up
development of the DTT ad solution known
as ‘Dynamyc Ad Subsitution’ that TDF was
developing.

In November 2019, TDF and Enensys Technologies
came away with the Athens HbbTV Symposium &
Awards prize for the best targeted advertising use of
HbbTV.
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Innovation
External events
Throughout the year, we took part in tech innovation events and hosted round-table talks and
workshops

“Boost
local
innovation”
MyCampus in Metz

5G speech at the Metz tech hub Club des
Entreprises
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Innovation
In-house events
We sometimes arrange "Innovation Café" events to build staff
awareness of future market trends or about tech, environmental or
society issues.

2019's topics included:
o Ground-breaking innovations from the Las Vegas
Consumer Electronics Show
o Look back at the Barcelona Mobile World Congress
o IBC Show trends and innovations
o Mass market spread of IoT
o The TV story of man’s first steps on the Moon.
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ISO 27001
In the fall of 2019, Bureau Veritas Certification once
again certified TDF datacenters ISO 27001 (IT data
security management).
3 days of audits confirmed that our IT security controls
work well and comply with regulatory, data security and
facility quality requirements.

Ongoing
continuous
improvement

Zero non-

activities

compliance
Data security
2 datacenter

certificate

audits,

confirmed

Marseilles and
TDF BordeauxBouliac Datacenter

Bordeaux
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